Mason Students to present at the Emerging Contaminants in the Environment Conference on April 22nd at 7:30pm.

Professors DiZinno and Falsetti receive funding for national center to increase numbers of medical examiners and coroners.

Mason Doctoral student Kathryn Holguin is focusing her research on finding sustainable approaches to lithium-based batteries—looking specifically at sodium ion battery systems. These batteries use sodium ions instead of lithium, making them more sustainable and cheaper to produce.

Mason Science in the News: Mason students as they continue to pursue their degrees, regardless of financial situation. In this issue of our Alumni & Friends Newsletter, we will be highlighting the stories of graduate students at Mason who are advancing the lives of Mason students.

Earth Month at Mason: the Office of Sustainability and the Office of Sustainability will be promoting Earth Month activities throughout April.

Message from the Dean: If you have a question you’d like us to answer in a future newsletter, please write to us!